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Advanced Placement Human Geography Summer Reading Assignment 2017-2018 Hello students. I am so excited that you are interested in taking Advanced Placement Human Geography. I look forward to meeting you! Looking ahead to the fall, I would like all students planning on taking the course to read this book over the summer:



Why Geography Matters...More Than Ever Author: Harm de Blij This book can be found at our local bookstores as well as the library. On the Internet, however, it can be purchased for $14.95 (used much cheaper). You are to finish the book by the start of school. Summary In recent years our world has seen transformations of all kinds: intense climate change accompanied by significant weather extremes; deadly tsunamis caused by submarine earthquakes; unprecedented terrorist attacks; costly wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; a terrible and overlooked conflict in Equatorial Africa costing millions of lives; an economic crisis threatening the stability of the international system. Is there some way we can get our minds around these disparate global upheavals, to grasp these events and their interconnections, and place our turbulent world in a more understandable light? Acclaimed author Harm de Blij answers this question with one word: geography. In this revised edition of the immensely popular and influential Why Geography Matters, de Blij tackles topics from the burgeoning presence of China to the troubling disarray of the European Union, from the dangerous nuclear ambitions of North Korea to the revolutionary Arab Spring. By improving our understanding of the world's geography, de Blij shows, we can better respond to the events around us, and better prepare ourselves to face the global challenges ahead. Peppering his writing with anecdotes from his own professional travels, de Blij expands upon his original argument, offering an updated work that is as engaging as it is eye-opening. Casual students of geography and professional policy-makers alike will benefit from this stimulating and crucial perspective on geography and the way it shapes our world's events. America, de Blij warns, has become the world's most geographically illiterate society of consequence. Indeed, despite increasing global interconnectivity and rapid change, Americans seem to be less informed and less knowledgeable about the rest of the world than ever. In this compelling volume, de Blij shows why this dispiriting picture must change, and change now.



Assignment: ● You are required to maintain a reading journal in which you will define vocabulary, answer the concept questions, and create concept visuals for each chapter outlined here. This journal must be neat and legible. If I cannot read it, you will not get a grade. ● You are to finish the book by the start of school, no exceptions. This assignment will be handed in on the first day of class. ● If you have any questions, please email me at [email protected] . Sincerely, Chris Ruff



Why Geography Matters...More Than Ever Written by Harm de Blij It is a good idea to look at a map while reading this book. If you do not know where a place mentioned in the book is, then look it up on a map!



Chapter 1: Why Geography Matters...More Than Ever Vocabulary to Review Arab Spring



geography



isolationism



GIS



spatially



subjugation



colonialism



exploitation



suppression



diversification



globalization



expansionism



specialization



urbanization



adequately



misconception



interconnected



distribution



conservation



destabilizing



HEI - Human Environment Interaction Concept Questions 1. How well informed are our elected representatives? 2. Why are physical globes or maps unpopular now? 3. Explain the importance of describing geography in plain terms to the public. 4. How could geographic knowledge be advantageous for specific professions such as the wine industry? 5. How can the general public, uneducated in geography, be misled or confused? 6. Why should geography be a required course, especially for future world leaders? 7. Explain why the study of geography would be more prominent during war-time years. 8. Why would failing countries be excluded from global interaction and exchange? 9. How could geography be an antidote to isolationism? 10. Discuss what could be lost if geographic education were to decline. Concept Visual Create a visual representation depicting your definition of geography (on an 8.5”x11” piece of paper). You may create your own illustrations, collage photo clippings, or a mixture of both. Multiple images should be used to convey your perspective.



Chapter 2: Reading Maps & Facing Threats Vocabulary to Review representative



thematic



cartography



commercial



orientation



projections



topography



longitude



latitude



GPS



decolonization



disintegration



remote sensing



diffusion



geosynchronous



reconnaissance



spatial cognition



pandemic



resources



imperial



jurisdiction



acquisition



domestic



perspective



mitigation



Concept Questions 1. Explain the process of analyzing a map (in roughly four steps). 2. What is misleading about a Mercator projection? 3. How can maps deceive or confuse the public? How can maps be misused? 4. Explain the difference between a large-scale and small-scale map. 5. What could be indirectly conveyed to the public by having North at the top of the map? 6. Discuss what can be imparted on a topographic map. 7. What are the difficulties in using a “flat” map to represent a spherical Earth? 8. Explain why printed maps might be out-of-date by the time they are published. 9. Why can’t cartographers please everyone? 10. Why would meteorologists depend heavily on systems like GOES & LANDSAT? 11. Explain the official process of changing a geographic name with the United States. 12. Discuss how maps and geographic reasoning on pages 60-61 aided the discovery of how cholera was spread. Explain the significance of the field of medical geography. 13. Discuss Alfred Wegener’s theory of Continental Drift. What evidence was produced by Wegener and by geologists long after his death? Why would Wegener’s map be important to economic geography? 14. How can maps used by imperialistic nations warn other of war to come? Explain cartographic aggression. 15. What is crucial about field experience for intelligence agencies? Concept Visual Choose one of the following concepts explained in Chapter 2 and create a visual representation depicting your chosen concept (on an 8.5”x11” piece of paper). Use the same instructions given in Chapter 1’s Concept Visual. Chapter 2 Concepts:



Representative / Thematic Mapping



Geotechnology



Medical Geography



Continental Drift / Pangaea



Cartographic Aggression



Chapter 3: Geography and Demography Many geographers, economists, and authors are mentioned in this book based on their theories. I suggest writing them down because you will definitely hear their names and theories again. Vocabulary to Review demography



Infant Mortality Rate



Fertility Rate



Population pyramid



ideology



immigration



emigration



ZPG



pension



schisms



naturalization



urban



rural



Population density



conurbation



Dot map



convergence



megalopolis



platitude



biodiversity



ecologies



famine



Concept Questions 1. What was demographically significant in the year 2011? 2. How is a population’s rate of natural increase or decrease calculated? 3. What has contributed to the decline of the death rates? 4. Hypothesize the concerns that could arise from an aging population. What are the financial (economic) issues? 5. Explain the problems that occur in a country with a stagnant or declining population. 6. Hypothesize why the world’s populations would choose to migrate to urban areas. 7. Describe the three largest concentrations of populations in the world and why they were located where they are. What are these civilizations centered around? 8. Discuss some of the natural limits to settlement. 9. In your opinion, is the world overpopulated or too concentrated in certain areas? 10. Describe Goode’s interrupted homolosine projection. 11. Discuss the core-periphery phenomenon and why we tend to cluster in settlements. 12. Why do you think only 3% of the world’s population lives somewhere other than the place of their birth? 13. Why would the periphery have a population growth double the world’s average? 14. In what ways have we exploited or destroyed the biodiversity of our planet? Concept Visual Choose one of the following concepts explained in Chapter 3 and create a visual representation depicting your chosen concept (on and 8.5”x11” piece of paper). Use the same instructions given in Chapter 1’s Concept Visual. Chapter 3 Concepts:



Demographic Rates



Urban / Rural



Core-Periphery



Biodiversity



Early Civilization Settlements



Chapter 4: Geography and Climate Change Vocabulary to Review controversy



sequentially



primordial



subduction



volcanism



epoch



extraterrestrial



fauna



flora



glaciation



interglacial



hominin



Homo erectus



cooperative



geologist



anthropogenic



paleoanthropologist



Concept Questions 1. What is inaccurate about “global warming?” How has the public been misinformed about global warming? 2. Describe how the moon came to be. 3. How are the Earth’s continental landmasses recycled? 4. Discuss the “Ring of Fire.” 5. What caused the 2004 Sumatran and 2011 Japanese tsunamis? 6. What drives tectonic plate movement? How is new land formed? How is land lost in subduction? 7. What discovery on Mars has posed questions for our planet Earth? 8. Explain an Ice Age. 9. Discuss the two parts of Pangaea: Laurasia and Gondwana. 10. Describe the Chicxulub asteroid impact and its effect on the planet. 11. Why might this age of temperature change now seem insignificant? 12. What is the difference between glaciations and interglacials? 13. How were modern humans able to outlive and overpower the Neanderthal’s predecessors? 14. Explain why we are not safe from natural hazards. 15. Hypothesize an answer for the closing question of Chapter 4. What do you think would happen should another glaciation occur in terms of our habitat and population? Concept Visual Create a visual representation depicting the Earth’s timeline as a whole, one the epochs of your choice, or one of the major natural events (on an 8.5”x11” piece of paper). Use the same instructions given in Chapter 1’s Concept Visual.



Chapter 5: Climate, Place, and Fate Vocabulary to Review equatorial



climatologist



archipelago



de-glaciation



innovation



irrigation



maritime



archaeologist



margin



emanation



submarine



desiccation



Concept Questions 1. What did the “warming” interglacial mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 5 physically create? 2. Why was the Younger Dryas considered a brief “hiccup” in the timeline of global temperatures? 3. Why do some believe this Holocene epoch should be known as the Anthropocene? 4. Describe the cultural and agricultural benefits of the Medieval Optimum. 5. What types of primary sources were used in gaining information about Europe’s “little Ice Age?” 6. Discuss what deBlij meant on page 131 when he wrote: “Environment may not determine the capacities of humans but environmental events can decisively influence the course of history,” and provide and example. 7. Describe in your own words what is being depicted in Figure 5-2 on page 136. Do you believe it is possible for human activities to being an end to the cycle illustrated in Figure 5-2? Why or why not? 8. Explain the difference between climate and weather. 9. Discuss environmental determinism and how it temporarily gained a bad reputation. Concept Visual Create a visual representation depicting how the Earth’s cycles shaped human history or how humans could alter the cycles (on an 8.5”x11” piece of paper). Use the same instructions as given in Chapter 1’s Concept Visual.



Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Epilogue Choose one of the remaining chapters that interests you. Identify and define 15 geography vocabulary terms. Also come up with 10 questions (and answers) for that chapter. Then create a visual that represents the theme/main idea of that chapter.



Name:_____________________________________________



Summer Reading Rubric



Vocabulary & Concept Questions (4 x 1)



Concept Visuals (4 x 1)



4 - Advanced



3 - Proficient



2 - Partially Proficient



1 - Unsatisfactory



-All vocabulary terms are clearly defined and contribute to the understanding of the Concept Questions.



-Each vocabulary term is defined.



-Most vocabulary terms are defined.



-Few vocabulary terms are defined



-Concept Questions are thoroughly answered with thoughtful responses that illustrate the reader’s understanding of the greater geographic concepts presented.



-Concept Questions are answered with thoughtful responses that illustrate the reader’s understanding of the book.



-Most Concept Questions are answered, or Concept Questions are not answered in a way that shows the reader’s understanding of concepts.



-Few Concept Questions are answered, or questions are not answered thoroughly.



-Visual is composed of multiple images which effectively convey the artist’s understanding of concepts in a way that is aesthetically pleasing and informational.



-Visual is composed of multiple images which convey the artist’s understanding of concepts.



-Visual is composed of 1-2 images, or, images work together to hint at understanding.



-Visual is composed of 1-2 images that do not evoke an idea of understanding, or, visual is only one image.
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